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Abstract: The continuing progress in head-up display 
technologies has resulted in its enhanced performance and its 
applications to various spinoffs. The head-up displays (HUDs) 
provide prime flight, navigation, and guidance information to 
the pilot in his/her forward field of view superimposed on the 
outside scene on a see through glass assembly known as beam 
combiners (BC), thus allowing the simultaneous scanning of 
both instrument data and the out-of-the-window scene. 
Although the HUD has been shown to improve flight 
performance, there are perceptual and cognitive issues 
associated with HUDs. Several researches have pointed out a 
number of issues related to the pilot distribution of near and 
far domain attentional resources because of the compellingness 
of symbology elements on the HUD; a concerned term, 
attention or cognitive capture. Results from a number of 
simulator based studies suggest that HUDs may decrease pilot 
situation awareness (SA) in tasks that require continuous 
monitoring of information in the environment. There is a 
definite relation of absolute display symbology luminance and 
the contrast ratio with the attention capture. The study 
conducted based on participant’s response to varying contrast 
ratios on HUD under the simulated conditions shows that the 
optimum value of contrast ratio is between 2 to 5 where the 
user response is optimized to event detection both on the HUD 
symbology as well as on the outside scene. Hence it is essential 
to keep good contrast ratio for comfortable viewing against 
varying background light conditions. This can be achieved by 
varying the display luminance according to the background 
luminance level i.e. at lower background luminance, the 
display luminance should be made less to avoid too high a 
contrast ratio which causes problems like reflection, reduced 
outside view, scattering etc while at high background 
luminance level, the display luminance should be made 
sufficiently high to maintain a good contrast ratio to the extent 
possible.  

 
Index Terms: Head-up Display, Attention Capture, 

Tunneling, Background Luminance, Symbol Luminance, 
Contrast Ratio, Situational Awareness, Clutter 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Attention capture is typically used to refer to the 
inefficient attentional switching (from HUD to primary task) 
when using HUDs. This may result in missing external 
targets, delayed responses to external events, and/or 

asymmetrical transition times (longer to switch from HUD-
to-external visual processing than vice versa). In effect, the 
HUD can act as an attentional ‘trap’ that draws information 
processing resources to the HUD and slows/degrades 
processing of external events. Although cognitive capture 
can also work in the reverse direction (i.e., longer to switch 
from external-to-HUD visual processing than vice versa), 
the safety relevance of this manifestation of cognitive 
capture is disputed. Degradation in peripheral performance 
is attributable to a narrowing of the focus of attention. In the 
literature, this term is used interchangeably with “cognitive 
capture” and “cognitive tunneling". Attentional tunneling is 
only manifested when performance decrements are 
demonstrated as a function of eccentricity. It can become 
more difficult to switch attention between objects. This 
effect is called attentional tunneling. With HUDs, this 
implies that the compelling nature of the HUD images 
inhibits the detection of other critical events (especially 
when the event is unexpected and/or the bottom-up signal 
quality is degraded), which might lead to unsafe situations 
like unnoticed runway incursions. [7], [19], [20], [21] 

This phenomenon may also result in situation where the 
pilot or driver may be totally lost in thought, a condition 
which, in particular, could impair situational awareness. 
Information processing and capture by the user in head-up 
displays is critically dependent on attention. Users are much 
better at detecting events in the environment if their 
attention is focused on the area in which those events occur. 
However, attention is a resource with limited capacity. 
Under some circumstances, a single task or aspect of the 
environment will capture all of the individual’s attention. If 
the individual focuses attention in this way then he or she 
will filter out unattended information and may not detect 
task-critical information. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] 

The cognitive tunneling is referred to as “the allocation of 
attention to a particular channel of information, diagnostic 
hypothesis, or task goal, for a duration that is longer than 
optimal, given the expected cost of neglecting events on 
other channels, failing to consider other hypotheses, or 
failing to perform other tasks”. [6] 

Intuitively, one might expect that HUDs would enhance a 
pilot’s ability to detect events in the external world because 
the pilot does not have to switch attention back and forth 
between an HDD and the external environment. However, 
there is strong evidence to suggest that HUD symbology can 
capture a pilot’s attention, and impair the pilot’s ability to 
detect events in the external environment. One of the main 
areas of interest is whether pilots can view the HUD and the 
external scene concurrently. It would appear that this is not 
the case and that pilots need to switch attention back and 
forth between the HUD and the external scene. [7] 
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II. BACKGROUND 

There are a number of advantages in using HUDs which 
include increases in flight path tracking accuracy, except 
during cruise flight; benefits for event detection, except in 
the approach and landing phase and for unexpected events; 
lower visibility takeoff and landing; more accurate approach 
and landing; the elimination of head-down time; a reduction 
in the time taken to refocus between instruments and the 
external scene; and the potential to use overlaid symbology 
for the external scene when it is not visible, raster display 
during low light condition flights, and hence enhancing 
situation awareness, its flip sides are problems in switching 
attention between the internal and external scene and 
difficulties in detecting unexpected events. Potential reasons 
like information and work overload, failure to notice sudden 
changes or change blindness, location of symbology reticles, 
symbology clutter, mis-accommodation, detection of 
expected and unexpected events, non-conformal symbology, 
luminance and contrast ratio, spatial disorientation, HUD 
field of view, event detection etc contributes in some way or 
the other in attention capture and tunneling phenomenon.  

Several studies were conducted where role of luminance 
and the contrast ratio in HUD was investigated along with 
other issues leading to attention capture and consequent 
tunneling. The results of a study were further extended by 
another study in which the authors sought to eliminate 
possible confounds that could lead to other explanations for 
the presence of a performance tradeoff in attention capture 
in HUDs. Confounds of differential contrast, complexity, 
and motion between HUD and background were identified 
and addressed in their study in an attempt to eliminate them. 
Therefore, previously unmatched luminance levels of sky 
and ground were perceptually matched utilizing the 
technique of heterochromatic flicker photometry method; 
HUD symbology was changed from white to bright green in 
order to portray more realistic flight instrumentation, two 
levels of symbology-to-background luminance were 
established and defined by contrast ratios (symbology 
luminance divided by background luminance): 28.80 (High 
Contrast) and 7.48 (Low Contrast). Results from this study 
found no effect of Contrast for both Altitude and Path Root 
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) dependent measures. It was 
also revealed that there was the possibility of symbology 
salience resulting from high contrast might hinder efficient 
processing of HUD information and world information. 
Implications suggested that high contrast symbology 
contributing to symbology compellingness, may affect 
efficient processing, regardless of symbology relevance. 
They also suggested further examination of symbology 
salience in a high contrast presentation. [8], [9], [10] 

 
III. DISCUSSIONS 

Highlighting salient information and reducing the 
luminance of information that may be less important and 
distracting helps in reducing clutter which forms a very 
potential source of attention capture. In a study it was found 
that increase in contrast ratio assisted pilots in cruise flight 
in responding faster to changes in heading, airspeed, and 
altitude indicators in the HUD condition. [11], [12] 

Furthermore, when the contrast ratio of the HUD was the 
same as that of the HDD, the detection of events in both the 
near and far domain was superior in the HUD condition. 
Low lighting the additional information, however, provided 
pilots with a sense of what was important on the display and 
distraction from far domain elements was less likely. The 
results from this study suggest that putting symbology into 
an appropriate location on the HUD, and ensuring an 
appropriate level of symbology intensity and contrast with 
the environment, improve HUD performance. [7], [13]  

The inadequate symbol dynamics, lack of standardization 
were linked with the symbology and operational use, 
inadequate field-of- view (FOV), intensity/contrast 
problems, night visibility issues, and an increase in HUD-
induced spatial disorientation. These past studies have 
concluded that the lower the contrast ratio, the greater the 
potential for object detection at the expense of detection of 
commanded flight changes and maintenance of desired 
flight path (i.e., tracking). [14], [15] 

Although the literature seemingly agrees that clutter and 
contrast is a concern during the approach and landing phases 
of flight, there is relatively little research examining the 
issue for other phases. Therefore, these researchers 
performed experiments to address issues involving role of 
clutter costs (vs. scan costs) effect event detection both for 
symbology and environment during cruise phase of flight; 
and involving the effects of intensity and contrast that may 
modulate the effects of clutter, which was answered through 
manipulating the weather against which the instruments was 
displayed and level of the symbology luminance. The 
experiment conducted to study the response of pilots to 
events on the symbology and in the environment when 
attention was modulated through location, luminance, and 
conformality of the symbology in a low fidelity simulation 
showed that the detection of commanded flight changes and 
flight path tracking was superior in the head-down condition 
due to the high contrast ratio of the HDD. The study also 
focused on the prediction of the degree of contrast which 
influences performance and object detection only for the 
HUD location. It was found that the Symbology with the 
largest contrast ratios best supported tracking performance 
and symbology event detection because of the salience of 
the indications against the background. However, it was also 
hypothesized that a highly salient display could distract the 
pilot and captures their attention and, therefore, increase 
response times to aircraft events. Stated another way, a high 
contrast ratio benefit symbology event, but not aircraft 
event, detection compared to low contrast ratio. Therefore, a 
midlevel contrast ratio was also examined. The study also 
concluded that weather X intensity interaction in the HUD 
condition in which the intensities produced the highest 
contrast ratio with the background yielded the fastest 
response times. However, this finding was limited to 
symbology event detection only. [16], [17], [18] 

 
IV. CONTRAST RATIO 

The minimum display luminance requirement is less than 
50cd/m2 against the dark background which may prevail in 
late evening or early morning or during a cloudy day while 
the maximum display luminance required on a bright sunny 
day or against white clouds, where the background 



  

luminance is of order of 3.4x104cd/m2, is more than 
6.8x103cd/m2 to maintain a contrast ratio better than 1.2. 

For very high range of luminance, the display symbology 
luminance has to be significantly higher to maintain an 
adequate contrast ratio. The Contrast Ratio in our study has 
been expressed as: 

Contrast Ratio = (Display Luminance + Background 
Luminance) / (Background Luminance) 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Experiment was focused on how user would respond to 
events on the HUD symbology and in the environment, that 
is, the outside scene when attention was modulated through 
ambient and the HUD displays symbology luminance, thus 
varying the contrast ratio in a low fidelity simulation.  

The Simulator setup to carry out the study was created 
using HUD unit developed for LCA-Tejas, X-Y-Z 
movement platform, Projector setup along with simulator 
PC, HUD signal simulator, Light source, Light diffuser, 
Pritchard Spectrophotometer, White background and a TV 
monitor. The combination of Light source, Light diffuser, 
Projector setup using simulator PC and White background 
created various background events at various luminance 
levels varying from 10cd/m2 to 35,000cd/m2 while the HUD 
signal simulator was used to vary the HUD symbology. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Test setup used for studying the effect of symbol luminance & 
contrast ratio on event detection on HUD symbology & outside scene under 
varying background luminance 

 
 
26 Participants were chosen for the performing tasks. 14 

males and 12 females in the age group of 22 to 28 years, all 
with engineering background with specialization in 
Electronics/Computer Science and related field participated 
in the study and performing tasks. The participants were 
instructed to perform two tasks: First, to report any detected 
changes in the upper, lower, right and the left half of the 
visual field on BC; the second task was to report any 
detected changes in the outside scene. The luminance was 
set manually through luminance control potentiometer 
provided on the HUD unit and participants were tested on 
single contrast setting. The participants were allowed to 
train on the setup for three days to make them familiarize 
with the task and the setup.  

The participants were asked to perform tasks both in the 
morning and the evening sessions to eliminate fatigue factor. 
The tests were performed on three consecutive days. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Few test patterns displayed on HUD during study of effect of 
symbol luminance and contrast ratio on event detection on HUD 
symbology & outside scene for varying background luminance 

 
Types of changes were: objects/character that appeared 

objects that disappeared, objects that changed status, and 
objects that changed location. All changes took place 
between scenes, and more than one change could occur 
between any two scenes. Second, participants were asked to 
respond to a set of computer based questions. These 
questions required the participants to make spatial and 
orientation judgments as well as counts of the visible enemy 
objects. Each symbology page scene contained either one or 
two questions, and once the questions were answered, the 
next symbology page  was automatically displayed; 
therefore participants were reminded to report any changes 
in a scene first and then answer the questions associated 
with that scene. [17] 

A light source capable of generating light luminance more 
than 85,000 cd/m2 was used in the experiment. The light 
output of the source was attenuated using diffuser to 
simulate background light conditions for luminance levels 
from 50cd/m2 to 35,000cd/m2. The photometer was used to 
measure the luminance.  

 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results are generated for two conditions: one with 
background luminance between 100cd/m2 to 35,000cd/m2 
and other with background luminance less than 100cd/m2. 

Results with Background Luminance between 100 
cd/m2 to 35,000 cd/m2: For the contrast ratio between 2 to 
5, the subjects were able to detect the changes in the HUD 
symbology with 82% to 94% of accuracy depending on 
contrast ratio at that particular instant when tested in the 
stroke form of display. The accuracy of detecting the 
changes in the HUD symbology rose varied between 94% - 
98% when the contrast ratio was between 5 and 10. The 
detection accuracy of outside events through HUD beam 
combiners varied between 95% and 88% when the CR was 
varied between 2 and 5. For value of CR less than 2, the 
success rate of outside scene detection varied between 95 
and 98. This indicates that there is a tradeoff in event 
detection on HUD symbology and the outside event 
detection. The best tradeoff performance was observed at 
CR of 4 where event detection on HUD symbology as well 
as on the outside scene was 92%. 



  

Figure 3 to figure 14 shows the plots for Symbol 
luminance and Contrast ratio Vs Event Detection on HUD 
Symbology & Outside scene for Background luminance of 
35,000, 25,000, 15,000, 5,000, 500, and 100 cd/m2. 
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Figure 3: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD symbology 
& outside scene for background luminance of 35,000cd/m2 
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Figure 4: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 35,000cd/m2 
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Figure 5: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD symbology 
& outside scene for background luminance of 25,000cd/m2 
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Figure 6: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 25,000cd/m2 
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Figure 7: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD symbology 
& outside scene for background luminance of 15,000cd/m2 
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Figure 8: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 15,000cd/m2 
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Figure 9: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD symbology 
& outside scene for background luminance of 5,000cd/m2 
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Figure 10: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 5,000cd/m2 
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Figure 11: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD  
symbology & outside scene for background luminance of 500cd/m2 
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Figure 12: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 500cd/m2 
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Figure 13: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD 
symbology & outside scene for background luminance of 100cd/m2 
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Figure 14: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 100cd/m2 

 

When the CR was made more than 5.0, the outside event 
detection deteriorated and there was no significant 
improvement in the event detection on the HUD symbology 
display.   

Further there was no significant difference in the 
performance by the subjects with the location of display area 
viewed by them. The abruptly different results were 
discarded. The results from both the gender were found to 
be on the same lines. 

Day mode with background luminance less than 
100cd/m2: During the course of this test, the background 
luminance was varied between 10cd/m2 to 100cd/m2. For 
background luminance less than 80cd/m2 the percentage of 
detection of events on the HUD symbology was between 
82% and 98% for CR values 2 and beyond. The event 
detection from the outside scene deteriorated sharply for CR 
more than 9 where the outside scene detection was less than 
65%. This was due the fact that the display symbology 
luminance was getting reflected from the BC glasses as the 
outside scene beyond beam combiners was dark which not 
only reduced the visibility through BC glasses but also 
added to the reduction in outside scene event detection. 

Figure 15-18 shows the plot for Symbol luminance and 
Contrast ratio Vs Event Detection on HUD Symbology & 
Outside Scene for Background Luminance of 40 cd/m2 & 
80cd/m2. 
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Figure 15: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD 
symbology & outside scene for background luminance of 80cd/m2 
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Figure 16: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 80cd/m2 
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Figure 17: Plot for symbol luminance vs event detection on HUD 
symbology & outside scene for background luminance of 40cd/m2 
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Figure 18: Plot for contrast ratio vs event detection on HUD symbology & 
outside scene for background luminance of 40cd/m2 

  
When the CR became more than 5.0 the accuracy level in 

detection of outside events started declining while the event 
detection on HUD symbology improved. The best 
performance in this case was observed at CR of 3-4 where 
the event detection in HUD symbology as well as on the 
outside scene was more than 90% accurate.   

  
VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The above results suggest that the contrast ratio of HUD 
symbology plays a definite role in attention capture of the 
users. When the CR is more than 5.0, the user tends to 
remain glued to the HUD symbology and slightly loses 
focus on the outside scene. The high display contrast grabs 
most of his/ her attention preventing optimal distribution of 
focus on both events. Similarly when the CR is very low, 
that is, less than 1.5-2, user is again focused on the HUD 
symbology as he or she is not able to see the display 
symbology properly against the brighter background and 
needs more focus. The tunneling due to this attention 
capture prevents the user to shift his or her attention from 
the HUD symbology to outside scene and vice-versa.  

In the darker background conditions, the reflection from 
the BC glasses adds to the confusion and further deteriorates 
the attention capture distribution.  

Hence, it could be concluded from the study conducted 
that the best tradeoff performance is obtained at a contrast 
ratio of 3-4 producing the optimum attention capture 
distribution at all the background luminance levels. Further, 
the absolute luminance level of the HUD symbology and the 
background luminance also affects the attention capture. 
More luminance of the HUD symbology may the salience of 
the indications against the background which in turn could 
distract the user and capture their attention and, therefore, 

increase response times to aircraft events. In another way, a 
high contrast ratio would benefit symbology event, but not 
aircraft event, detection compared to low contrast ratio. 
Therefore, a midlevel contrast ratio of 3-4 gave the best 
results.  
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